
REFERENCE

Emveco JSC was founded in 1993 as one of the first private firms specialising in supplying 

equipment to the autoservice and autocar wash industry. Since its inception Emveco has established 

itself as a leader in this market. In recent years the firm has widened its operations and currently 

offers  a  wide  range  of  equipment  for  production,  industrial,  repair/  service  and  agricultural 

companies. Emveco's main office and store is located in Sofia as well as having offices and stores in 

Varna, Burgas and a central store-house in Sofia.

  Emveco JSC has used the professional services of Accent-D Ltd for a number of years.

Throughout our working partnership Accent-D Ltd have always proved to be both professional 

and reliable as well as  consistently meeting  all deadlines and abiding to all contractual agreements. 

Their services and products are of the highest quality and always match our stated requirements.

In 2011 we commissioned Accent-D Ltd to develop a new corporate site for Emveco JSC which 

was to replace our current site. The online results we then experienced exceeded our expectations. 

As a result of the optimisation which Accent-D Ltd carried out on the new site traffic  increased 

significantly and the number of enquiries we now receive are treble those from the previous site. 

The number of new customers that reached us via the site also increased. We are thankful to our 

partners at Accent-D Ltd  for the successful online identity that they created for Emveco JSC – an 

identity that matches the reputation and standing which the firm enjoys amongst our markets.

In the rare cases where adjustments and changes are required Accent-D Ltd acts swiftly and 

efficiently to correct any problems that may have appeared.

In  its  capacity  as  a  business  partner  Accent-D Ltd  distinguishes  itself  with  its  serious  and 

flexible approach, cooperability and a readiness to look for and find specific solutions to any given 

task. For all the above mentioned reasons it is a pleasure for Emveco JSC to recommend Acent-D 

Ltd to any firm or business.  
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